INTRODUCTION
============

Proteins encoded by genomes generally function after adopting proper 3D structures. A rapid increase in the number of entirely sequenced genomes led to an unprecedented growth in the number of hypothetical proteins resulting from genome annotation. Protein structures and functions can be inferred from amino acid sequences by using advanced computer programs. There is no doubt in the importance of structural and functional annotations of hypothetical proteins. The GTOP project was started in 1999 as reported ([@B1]) and was taken over by the DNA Data Bank of Japan ([@B2]) in 2007, under which the database has been continuously updated. GTOP is a database that provides protein annotation of 3D structures and functions based on similarity searches against PDB ([@B3]), SCOP ([@B4]), and Swiss-Prot ([@B5]), 2D structure predictions, Pfam ([@B6]) protein families, PROSITE ([@B7]) functional motifs, prediction of trans-membrane regions, and others.

There are several databases of the 3D structures of all the genome-encoded proteins. For example, SUPERFAMILY (<http://supfam.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/SUPERFAMILY/>) ([@B8]) provides SCOP domain assignments to proteins encoded by completely sequenced genomes. A collection of comparative protein 3D structure models is available at Modbase (<http://modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/modbase-cgi/index.cgi>) ([@B9]) in some entirely sequenced genomes. Gene3D (<http://gene3d.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/Gene3D/>) ([@B10]) makes public CATH-based domain assignments and functional annotations to proteins in more than 500 genomes. Functional and domain assignments including intrinsically disordered (ID) regions can be found at PEDANT (<http://pedant.gsf.de/>) ([@B11]).

From the previous report, we have added a large body of data and tools to GTOP, for example ID region assignments, exon information on eukaryotic proteins, an efficient mechanism to search within a user-specified set of genomes, and tools for phylogenetic profile search. Since its inception, GTOP has employed a user-friendly interface to let the user grasp features of a query protein at a glance. The interface has been improved with the addition of new information. A GTOP user can readily obtain comprehensive structural and functional data of all the proteins encoded by entirely sequenced genomes.

UPDATE IN GTOP THAT CONTRIBUTED TO IMPROVED STRUCTURAL ASSIGNMENTS
==================================================================

A list of the genomes stored in GTOP is available at <http://spock.genes.nig.ac.jp/~genome/org.html>, together with the abbreviations of organism names used in the database. In the 2002 paper, we reported that GTOP contained protein data of 41 genomes ([@B1]). The database has grown to cover a total of 797 genomes, with 41, 466, 114 and 176 genomes of archaea, eubacteria, eukaryota and bacteriophages, respectively. The following data are subject to regular renewal: (i) amino acid sequences encoded by genomes newly sequenced after the previous update, (ii) amino acid sequences that existed in the previous version but were subsequently modified and (iii) reference databases such as PDB, SCOP, Swiss-Prot, Prosite, and Pfam whose new versions were released. The sequences fallen in category (ii) were recalculated to keep annotations up-to-date. Update category (iii) is crucial to keep annotations up-to-date, because most annotations in GTOP are obtained by homology search programs or those based on homology search.

The main focus of GTOP is structural annotations made by homology searches against the PDB and SCOP databases. Although GTOP used PSI-BLAST ([@B12]) in the previous report, it now employs reverse-PSI-BLAST ([@B13]), as this method gives comparable results in drastically reduced computation time. HMM searches using the SUPERFAMILY profiles ([@B8]) of SCOP domains were additionally conducted, as they are particularly effective in identifying small domains such as DNA binding domains.

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} presents a time course of the number of the genomes stored and the average fractions of proteins with 3D annotations made by BLAST and reverse-PSI-BLAST. The fraction of sequences with alignments to PDB shows a steadily increasing trend, reflecting the growth of the PDB database. The fraction aligned by reverse-PSI-BLAST exceeds that by BLAST, reflecting the higher sensitivity of the former method. However, one should note that in this statistics a sequence is considered to be annotated if it has at least one PDB hit by BLAST or reverse PSI-BLAST and it may have large tracts of structurally undetermined regions. When statistics is evaluated residue-wise, the fractions of regions aligned to PDB sequences in the latest version in human and *Escherichia coli* proteins are 47% and 64%, respectively. Figure 1.The time courses of the number of genomes included and the fraction of the sequences with homologs in the PDB. The line graphs represent the ratios of the sequences with homologs in the PDB, while the column graph stands for the number of genomes in GTOP. The scales for the fraction and the number of genomes are shown at the right and left ends, respectively. The blue, green, and red lines correspond to fruit fly, *E. coli*, and the overall average, respectively. The solid and dotted lines respectively show the ratios obtained using reverse PSI-BLAST, and those using BLAST. The exact numbers of genomes are displayed near the top of the rectangles.

ID REGIONS
==========

As most proteins do not entirely consist of structural domains, the fraction of residues with structural assignments will not reach unity; outside of globular domains there exist ID regions that assume no specific 3D structures by themselves, and tend to contain active regions in proteins involved in crucial biological processes such as signal transduction and transcriptional regulation ([@B14; @B15; @B16]). Recent research revealed that ID regions exist predominantly on the cytoplasmic side of eukaryotic proteins ([@B17]), play important roles in cell signaling, transcriptional control ([@B18]). We predicted ID regions in proteins stored in GTOP by the DISOPRED2 ([@B19]) program and presented them. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A shows a GTOP screen shot of human androgen receptor, a typical protein with long ID regions. As this example illustrates, GTOP graphically displays complex domain architectures of eukaryotic proteins composed of structural domains and ID regions. Figure 2.GTOP view examples. (**A**) The domain assignments of the human androgen receptor are presented in color bars to facilitate intuitive grasp of molecular architecture of the protein. This is a typical protein with long ID regions: the N-terminal half of the protein consists mainly of ID regions ([@B18],[@B22]), consistent with the ID regions predicted by DISOPRED2 (gray bars on the line marked by DISOPRED). (**B**) A structurally aligned region of the same protein is shown in the exon view. This page can be obtained by clicking on the characters '1t7rA' circled in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, and by clicking on the EXON Display and 3D (Jmol-applet) buttons in the top section of the pop-up screen. The 3D structure is shown in five colors. By the 3D viewer, the sequence alignment is displayed with the exons represented in the same colors.

EXON BOUNDARIES IN EUKARYOTIC PROTEINS
======================================

The existence of introns and exons is a unique feature of eukaryotic genes and the location of exon boundaries in the corresponding protein structure is of interest ([@B20]). We thus developed tools to display exon boundaries on amino acid sequences and 3D structures. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B shows an example of the exon boundary view. The exons are presented in 5 colors both in the 3D structure and the sequence displays, from which the boundaries can be clearly seen. We developed a 3D viewing system incorporating Jmol applet (<http://www.jmol.org/>) so that the user can view 3D structures in the browser without installing additional software. Alternatively Rasmol ([@B21]) or Chime (<http://www.mdl.com/>) can be used. Exon information is also presented in green and blue stripes (near the bottom of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A).

SEARCH TOOLS
============

GTOP strives to keep precomputed annotations of all the amino acid sequences of proteins derived from all the completely sequenced genomes. One clear benefit of having precomputed annotations beside the rapidity of supplying information is to make inter-genomic comparative analyses possible. Phylogenetic profile search is one analytical tool that exploits this advantage: a user-specified search produces the presence and absence pattern of features such as SCOP folds, superfamilies, and families, Pfam domains, PROSITE motifs, and the number of trans-membrane helices. The user can conduct a search for a specific feature that are present in certain species and/or absent in others; for example, a search for a SCOP domain present in all the eubacterial species and absent in all the eukaryotic species in GTOP. The summary section of GTOP also offers comparative statistics, which has the ratio of 3D annotations in each genome, the frequencies of SCOP folds, superfamilies, and families, Pfam domains and PROSITE motifs.

Expansion of the database resulted in increased search time. The tools for keyword, homology, and text searches in GTOP were thus modified so that the user can reduce search time through selection of the genomes in which to conduct a search. The user can easily specify organisms with the use of check boxes placed next to organism names.

MASTER FILES
============

An annotation summary of each protein, consisting of abbreviated one-line descriptions, is saved in a master file. Master file information for each protein is displayed below a GTOP diagram of the type shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A. All the available data of each genome have been compiled in one file, freely downloadable from ftp://spock.genes.nig.ac.jp/pub/gtop/. Explanations of the meanings for each HEADER can be found at <http://spock.genes.nig.ac.jp/~genome/mas-doc.html>.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
=================

Despite the wealth of currently available structural data and use of sensitive programs, considerable fractions of most proteins have neither structural domains nor ID regions assigned. We are currently developing a system to accurately classify the fraction into structural domains and ID regions. Excitingly this will result in reliable identification of structural domains whose 3D structures remain undetermined. We expect that the installation of this system will provide further insights into the protein structure. We are also considering incorporation of protein--protein interaction data to enrich GTOP further.
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